Single Syllable Words

Sound the Words : as previously discussed.

Short Vowel : ‘a’ as in ‘cap’ | ‘i’ as in ‘his’ | ‘e’ as in ‘wet’

Whole Words : ‘The’, ‘the’

Try These New Words

cap lap map nap
tap is his wet
A cap.

A map.
A tap.

Dan had a cap on his lap.
The map is in the cap.

Dan had a nap.
The tap ran on the cap and the map.

Dan has a wet cap and a wet map on his lap.
Extra Words

zap rap sap gap

Comprehension

1. What type of hat did Dan wear?
2. What did the map show?
3. Where did Dan put his map?
4. What did Dan do under the tree?
5. What happened to Dan’s cap and map?
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Complete the sentences with these words.

cap, lap, tap, map

Dan had a ___ on his ___.
The ___ ran on the ___.